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ON HOLOMORPHICALLY PROJECTIVE MAPPINGS 
FROM EQUIAFFINE SYMMETRIC AND RECURRENT SPACES 
ONTO KAHLERIAN SPACES 
MARIE SKODOVA1, JOSEF MIKES1, OLGA POKORNA2 
ABSTRACT. In this paper we consider holomorphically projective mappings from the 
symmetric and recurrent equiaffine spaces An onto (pseudo-) Kahlerian spaces_Kn. 
We proved that in this case space An is holomorphically projective flat and Kn is 
space with constant holomorphic curvature. 
These results are the generalization of results by T. Sakaguchi, J. Mikes, V. V. Do-
mashev, which were done for holomorphically projective mappings of symmetric, 
recurrent and semisymmetric Kahlerian spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Diffeomorphisms and automorphisms of geometrically generalized spaces constitute 
one of the current main directions in differential geometry. A large number of papers 
are devoted to geodesic, quasigeodesic, almost geodesic, holomorphically projective 
and other mappings (see [1], [4], [11], [12], [13], [17], [19], [21], [22], [24], [25], [26], 
[28]). On the other hand, one line of thought is now the most important one, namely, 
the investigation of special affine-connected, Riemannian, Kahlerian and Hermitian 
spaces. 
As we know, Kahlerian spaces are the special case of Hermitian spaces [5]. In many 
papers, holomorphically projective mappings and transformations of Hermitian spaces 
are studied (for example see [1], [3], [6], [8], [13], [14], [18], [15], [20], [23], [24], [25], 
[28]). These are special cases of F\-planar mappings. In [11], [13], Fi-planar mappings 
from the space An with affine connection onto a Riemannian space Vn are defined and 
studied. 
In this paper, we present some new results obtained for holomorphically projective 
mappings from equiaffine semisymmetric, symmetric and recurrent spaces An onto 
Kahlerian spaces Rn. 
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2. HOLOMORPHICALLY PROJECTIVE MAPPINGS 
J. Mikes and 0 . Pokorna [14] considered holomorphically projective mappings from 
equiaffine spaces An onto Kahlerian spaces Kn. 
A space An with the affine connection T is equiaffine [19] if in An the Ricci tensor 
is symmetric. These spaces are characterized by a coordinate system x, such that 
r^(x) = df(x)/dxtJ where f(x) is a function on An, and T^ are components of the 
connection T. 
A (pseudo-) Riemannian space Kn is called a Kahlerian space if it contains, along 
with the metric tensor gij(x), an affine structure F^x) satisfying the following relations 
(1) FtF? = -5?, 5a(.I^ = 0, 4 = 0. 
Here 6* is the Kronecker symbol, (ij) denotes the symmetrization without division, 
and "|" denotes the covariant derivative in Kn. 
As it is known, in Kahlerian spaces Kn there hold the following properties 
(2) T FaF0 = 9%J > RhaftFil = &ijkFa > ^ia^FfFk = ^ijk i Ra(3F?Fj = Rij , 
where \\g%j\\ = ||<7y ||~\ -ft̂ * and Rij (= Rfja) are the components of the Riemannian 
and Ricci tensors in Kn, respectively. We note that tensors giaF?, g
iaFl and RiaFf 
are skew symmetric. 
The following criteria from the paper [14] hold for holomorphically projective map-
pings from an equiaffine space An onto a Kahlerian space Kn. 
Consider concrete mappings / : An -> Kni both spaces being referred to the gen-
eral coordinate system x with respect to this mapping. This is a coordinate system 
where two corresponding points M e An and f(M) e Kn_have equal coordinates 
x = (re1, x2,..., xn)\ the corresponding geometric objects in Kn will be marked with a 
bar. For example, T^ and Tfy are components of the affine connection on An and Kn, 
respectively. 
The equiaffine space An admits a holomorphically projective mapping f onto the 
Kahlerian space Kn if and only if the following conditions in the common coordinate 
system x hold 
(3) f £(*) = rfa) + tffo - F^a, 
where ipi(x) is a gradient, i.e. there is a function i/;(x) for ipi(x) = dip(x)/dx%. 
If ipi =£ 0 then a holomorphically projective mapping is called nontrivial; otherwise 
it is said to be trivial or affine. 
In this space An there is a complex structure F covariantly constant, i.e. F(\j = 0 
(comma denotes the covariant derivative on An) and this condition implies the prop-
erties RajkFi* = R?jkFa f°r t n e Riemannian tensor R}>jk of An. 
The following theorem is the result of reduction of Theorem 2 from [14]: 
Theorem 1. Let in an equiaffine space An exist the solution of the following system 
of linear differential equations with respect to the unknown functions alj(x) and Xx(x): 
(4) o^A^' + A^if, 
where the matrix \\aij\\ should further satisfy det||oy|| ^ 0 and the algebraic conditions 
aij = aji and oy = aa0F^F30. 
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Then An admits a holomorphically projective mapping onto a Kahlerian spaces Kn. 
The metric tensor gij of Kn and solutions of (4) are connected by relations 
(5) a) aij = e " 2 V , b) A' = -aia^a. 
This Theorem is a generalization of results in [3], [13], [24], [25]. 
The question of existence of a solution of (4) leads to the study of integrability 
conditions and their differential prolongations. The general solution of (4) does not 
depend on more than N0 = 1/4 (n+1)
2 parameters. The number of essential parameters 
r < N0 of a solution of (4) is called the degree of mobility of an equiaffine space An 
relative to holomorphically projective mappings onto Kahlerian spaces [14]. 
Let in an equiaffine space An the condition 
(6) Rtjk = 6tv.k + 5^lk-5i
2vi. + Frvjk + F^vik-F^vi. 
hold, where v are tensors. 
If an equiaffine space An with condition (6) (holomorphically projective flat space) 
admits a holomorphically projective mapping onto a Kahlerian space Kn, then Kn has 
the constant holomorphic curvature, and An has the degree r = N0 [14]._ 
From equations (3) for the Riemannian and Ricci tensors of An and Kn follow 
(7) R*ik = B*k + 5
h
kAi - Sty* + {Fftak ~ F£rl>aj)F? + FftfaF? - j,ajF?), 
(8) Rii = Rij + ml>ij + 2ij)al3F?Ff, 
where 
(9) ifa = lHj-lHl>j + MfiFrFf. 
3 . HOLOMORPHICALLY PROJECTIVE MAPPINGS WITH A PRESERVATION OF THE 
RlCCI TENSOR IN RESPECT OF THE STRUCTURE ONTO KAHLERIAN SPACES 
Hereafter we shall assume that in the equiaffine space An the Ricci tensor Rij with 
respect to the structure F will be preserved, i.e. 
(10) Ra0F?Ff = Rij. 
Because the conditions (2) and (10) hold for the Ricci tensors, from the formula (8) 
follows 
(11) 1>a0FTFf = 1>v-
Then the form (8) becomes simply 
(12) Rij = Rij + {n + 2)ipij. 
In this case we see that in An holds the analogical formula of (2): R!>apF?Fk = R^jk. 
We note that from (10) and (11) the tensors RQiF" and ipaiFj* are skew symmetric. 
Using (12), we eliminate rpij from (8). In this case P^jk = Pjljk holds, where 
(13) Jfo _ 4 , - - 1 - (SlRij - 6 ^ + (F?Rak - F*Raj)F? + 2 F?RakF?) 
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is the tensor of the holomorphically projective curvature of An. This tensor is an invari-
ant object of the holomorphically projective mappings, see [13], [24], [25], [28]. This 
tensor is F-traceless [7]. 
4. HOLOMORPHICALLY PROJECTIVE MAPPINGS 
FROM SEMISYMMETRIC EQUIAFFINE SPACES 
As it is known, semisymmetric spaces An are characterized by the condition RoR = 0 
[2]. These spaces were characterized by N. S. Sinyukov [24] by the following differential 
conditions on the Riemannian tensor: Rh-k r/m, = 0. On base of the Ricci identity, this 
condition is written as follows 
(14) RajkRilm + Rliak^jlm + ^ja^klm " R?jkRa\m = ° • 
We assume that the semisymmetric equiaffine space An (where the Ricci tensor 
Rij with respect to the structure F will be preserved) admits the holomorphically 
projective mapping onto Kahlerian spaces Kn. 
We use (7) to eliminate the components Rhjk from (14). Through the metric tensor 
Sij of Kn we lower the index h. Further we make the symmetrization of this term in 
the indices h and i. The term obtained we multiply with gkl and contract with respect 
to k and I. After we make the symmetrization of the form received in the indices j 
and m. Finally we obtain 
Rhjlpim + Rijlphm + Rhmlpij + Rim^hj 
- Rj^haSim - Ra1pia3hm ~ R^^PhaSij ~ Rm^ia3hj 
+ (Rsjlp-ym + Ryjlpdm + Rsm^j + Rjm^Sj ~ RjIpSaS-ym 
- R^aSSm - Rm*l>6a9v - B^jaSij)*?'H = 0 , 
where Rf = ghaRai. 
We contract the formula (15) with gtm. Because the tensors Rhj, Shj and tphj are 
symmetric, it follows Raipah = Rhipaj- We make the symmetrization in all indices, we 
obtain 
Rhj^im + Rijlphm + Rhm&j + Rim^hj + Rhi^jm + Rjm^M 
(16) - Rj1pha9im ~ Rj^ia9hm ~ RmAa9ij ~ Rm^ia9hj 
- Rai>ha9mj - Rm1pja9hi = 0 . 
We subtract from (15) formula (16) and also formula (16), which was contracted with 
FfcF} after the elimination " '". We obtain 
(17) Rhirfjm + Rjm^hi ~ R?ll>ha3jm ~ Kj^maShi = 0 . 
We contract (17) with 3hi3jm-
Ra3^3Pl = —, where A = ^ Q / 3 , R = Ra0S
afi 
H n 
is the scalar curvature of Kn. And after contracting (18) with g*
m we have: 
A /? _ _ r? 
Rf $ha = — Ehi + - iphi, where Ehi = Rhi Shi • 
1 n n n 
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We use the last formula to eliminate the components Rftfna from (17): 
A _ 
Eh&jm + EjmEhi = 0, where Ehi = iphi ghi. n 
This formula implies Ehi = 0 or T,hi = 0, i.e. 
R A 
(18) a) Rhi = — ghi or b) iphi = — ghi. 
n 72 
We have the following 
Lemma 1. If an equiaffine semisymmetric space An, where the Ricci tensor Rij with 
respect to the structure F will be preserved, admits the holomorphically projective map-
ping onto a Kahlerian space Kn, then Kn is the Einstein space or Kn admits a K-
concircular vector field fy, which satisfies (18b). 
The proof consists in the fact that the condition (18a) characterizes Kn as the 
Einstein space and condition (18b) together with formulas (3) and (9) characterizes 
Kn as the K-concircular vector field. [18]. 
This Lemma is analogical to results for geodesic and holomorphically projective 
mappings of semisymmetric spaces which were studied by N.S. Sinyukov [24] and 
T. Sakaguchi [23], see [12], [13]. 
We shall prove more powerful 
Theorem 2. If an equiaffine semisymmetric space An, where the Ricci tensor Rij 
with respect to the structure F willbe preserved, admits a holomorphically projective 
mapping onto a Kahlerian space Knj then Kn is the space with the constant holo-
morphically projective curvature or Kn admits a K-concircular vector field tpi, which 
satisfies (18b), and Kn is quasisymmetric. 
Remark. A space Kn is called quasisymmetric if (see [13]) 
(*9) Rajk^Sm + RiakXjlm + RijcXklm ~~ Rijk^alm = 0 J 
where 
Y?jk = %jk - £ (5
h
k9ij - Sfa + (F?gak - F£gaj) F? + 2F?gakF?) . 
Proof. We will suppose (18b) not to hold. Hence .f?nis the Einstein space and (18a) 
holds. In this case the tensor Phijk = gha
pijk
 = 9haPijk *s s ^ e w symmetric with respect 
to indices h and i. 
The condition P^h rim- = 0 for the tensor of the holomorphically projective curvature 
follows from (14). This condition is written in the following form 
(20) PajkRilm + PiakR<jlm + PijaRklm ~ PijkRalm = ° • 
We use (7) to eliminate the components R^k from (20). Through the metric tensor 
% of Kn we lower the index h. Then we make the symmetrization of this term in the 
indices h and i. We obtain 
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We contract (21) with F}F},, after the elimination " '" we add up the obtained 
formula and (21). Further, we make the symmetrization of this formula in the indices 
i and I. Finally we obtain 
TpliPhmjk - 1>maFhFfPm ~ SliPhjk^am 
(22) 1 1 
+ ^mh^a^jk + ^3m0F^a{lF^jk = 0 . 
We contract (22) with gil: 
(23) Phjk^am = -Phmjk - 3m^Qjk , 
Tit 
where Qjk is a tensor. 
We make the cyclization of indices h, j and k. Prom the property of the tensor of 
the holomorphically projective curvature in the Einsten space Rn follows 
3mpF^Qjk + gmpF?Qkh + gm^Qhj = 0. 
Hence it is necessary that Qnj = 0. Therefore (23) is more simply: P^k^am = 
^Phmjk- After the substitution into (22), we obtain 
^liPhmjk — ^maFfrFi Ppijk = 0 . 
By the analysis of this term we see that 
£„ = 0 or Phmjk = 0. 
On the assumption £/,- 7- 0, it is easy to see that Phmjk = 0. It means, that Kn is 
the space with the constant holomorphic curvature. 
In case the space Kn has not constant holomorphic curvature, (18b) holds. After 
the substitution (18b) into (7) and the elimination R^k from (20) we obtain the con-
d i t ion^) , i.e. Kn is quasisymmetric [13], [15]. Theorem 2 is completely proved. 
This result is an analogue of the similar theorem from the articles by J. Mikes (see 
[24], [9], [10], [12], [13]) which holds for geodesic mappings of semisymmetric spaces. 
Finally we prove 
Theorem 3. Let an equiaffine semisymmetric space An) where a Ricci tensor Rij with 
respect to the structure F will be preserved, admit holomorphically projective mapping 
onto a Kahlerian space Kn. If An is not a holomorphically projective flat space then 
An admits a convergent vector field X
h (Xh = const 5h), which satisfies (4). 
Proof. We derivate covariantly (5b). Based on'the previous theorem, the formula 
(18b) holds. We accept (3), (5) and (9) and after their analysis we see that the vector 
field Xh is concircular ([27], [12], [16]), i.e. 
(24) A$ = *t f f 
where Q is a function. 
The conditions of integrability (24) have the form: XaRhjk = Qj6k - Q}kS
h. Because 
in An R^FfFJ? = R%jk holds, then g = const. D 
Analogical results were proved by J. Mikes for the geodesic mappings of the semisym-
metric Riemannian spaces and space with the affine connection, see [10], [12], [24], and 
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for the holomorphically projective mappings of the semisymmetric Kahlerian spaces, 
see [13]. 
5. HOLOMORPHICALLY PROJECTIVE MAPPINGS FROM SYMMETRIC AND 
RECURRENT EQUIAFFINE SPACES ONTO KAHLERIAN SPACES 
As it is known, symmetric and recurrent spaces An are characterized by differential 
conditions on the Riemannian tensor 
(25) a) 4 ^ = 0 and b) 4 W = « / $ * , 
respectively, where ip\ ̂  0 is a covector. 
We shall use the formula (25) for symmetric ((p\ = 0) and recurrent (ap\ 7-= 0) spaces. 
It is easy to see that the symmetric spaces are semisymmetric. For the recurrent spaces 
it holds only in case when covector tp\ is a gradient, i.e. (p\ = <pt\. It is known that all 
recurrent Riemannian spaces are semisymmetric. 
Holomorphically projective mappings of symmetric and recurrent Kahlerian spaces 
were studied by T. Sakaguchi [23], J. Mikes and V. V. Domashev [3], [13], [24], [25]. 
These results are generalized in the following theorem: 
Theorem 4. Let an equiaffine symmetric (or semisymmetric recurrent) space An} 
where the Ricci tensor R+j with respect to the structure F will be preserved, admit a 
nontrivial holomorphically projective mapping onto a Kahlerian space Kn. Then An 
is holomorphically projective flat and the space Kn has the constant holomorphically 
sectional curvature. 
Proof. Let an equiaffine symmetric (or semisymmetric recurrent) space An admit a 
nontrivial holomorphically projective mapping onto a Kahlerian space Kn. We suppose 
that An is not holomorphically projective flat. Based on the Theorem 3, the vector 
Xh of equations (4) is convergent and (24) holds for g = const. Hence for Xh we have 
XaRajk = 0. The equation (4) has the solution with A' 7-= 0. The integrability conditions 
of these equations based on formula (24) have the simple form 
a<aI4. + aiQI4. = fJ. 
We derivate covariantly the last formula by xl. Based on (4) and (25), we obtain 
By the analysis of these formulas we see that Rhjk = 0, i.e. An is a flat space. 
Herewith the proof is complete. D 
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